
POST: SENIOR STATE ADVOCATE  

Sexual Offences and Community Affairs 

SALARY: R 983 019.00 per annum (Total Cost Package) to R 1 536 567.00 per 

annum (Total Cost Package) (Level LP-9) 

CENTRE: Pretoria: Head Office Recruit 2021/593 

REQUIREMENTS: An LLB or any appropriate legal qualification for serving prosecutors. 

At least eight years post qualification legal experience. Demonstrable competency in 

acting Independently, Professionally, Accountable and with Credibility. Right of 

appearance as contemplated in section 25(2) of the NPA Act, 32 of 1998. Extensive 

prosecutorial or litigation experience regarding common law offences relating to Domestic 

Violence legislation. Knowledge and expertise of the GBVF mandate of the SOCA unit in 

the areas of Child Justice, Sexual Offences, Maintenance, Trafficking in Persons and all 

GBV matters generally. Stakeholder engagement and liaison. Good communication skills. 

Planning and organising. Good communication skillsGeneral computer literacy and 

knowledge of programs in MS Word, Excel, Outlook and PowerPoint. 

DUTIES: Manage the domestic Violence portfolio at head office. Develop initiatives and 
interventions. Attend to all representations related to the Domestic Violence portfolio as 
well as representations in the GBV mandate as allocated by the SDPP. Research, 
develop and review training material and implement training fo all prosecutors and 
external stakeholders on the Domestic Violence and GBV mandate. Keep abreast with 
all National and International Domestic Violence legislation, case law (reported and 
unreported), protocol and research and trends and develop legal opinions, directives, 
training modules thereto. Ensure dissemination of aforementioned information nationally. 
Manage, mentor and guide prosecutors where required on the domestic violence and 
GBV mandate. Render advice on matters relating to domestic violence and all GBV 
matters generally. Provide Senior Management with legal opinions on parliamentary 
reports and enquiries as and when required. Participate in the development and 
amendment of current legislation on domestic violence and GBV matters as and when 
required. 
ENQUIRIES: Sandra Reddy 012 845 6670 

APPLICATIONS: e mail Recruit_2021593@npa.gov.za  
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